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Fiction

4
THE SWIMMER / JOAKIM ZANDER

an electrifying thriller about guilt, atonement, and revenge,
set to become a global publishing sensation.
klara walldeen, orphaned as a child and brought up by her grandparents on a
remote swedish archipelago, is now a political aide in Brussels. and she has just
seen something she shouldn’t – something people will kill to keep hidden.
on the other side of the world, an old spy hides from his past. once, he was a
man of action: so dedicated to the cause that he abandoned his baby daughter to
keep his cover. now the only thing he lives for is swimming in the local pool.
then, on Christmas eve, klara is thrown into a terrifying chase through Europe.
only the swimmer can save her. But time is running out...
JoakiM ZanDER is a swedish lawyer, currently working in finland.
The Swimmer is his first novel, and it has been sold in 26 countries.

Having spEnt aLMost tEn years working in and around the
EU machine in Brussels, i knew that buried in all of that was a story
that i needed to tell. But as i sat down to write, another story began
to take shape in front of me on the screen – a story about betrayal and
loss, a story that began in Damascus, where i had lived as a teenager.
over time, the themes merged and The Swimmer became a story about
spies and ordinary people, about guilt, ambition, and atonement.
it became a story born from memory and experience but also
informed by the daily newspaper headlines.

03 JULY 2014
Thriller/Suspense * 228x145 mm * 384 pages
E 9781781859162 * HB 9781781859179 £10.00 * XTPB 9781781859186 £10.00
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN * Rights: Audio

JoakiM ZanDER

if i’D known wHat i was embarking on before beginning
this book, i’d have been too terrified to write it. what did i know
of how it feels to die? How could i speak of watching those you’ve
left behind battle a shadowed entity spawned by your violent
murder, hungry for chaos? How could i even begin to touch on
africa’s ancient and intricate mysticism?

7
BLACK DOG SUMMER / MIRANDA SHERRY

i couldn’t. i still can’t. But now i know what it means to
have tried, to have journeyed further into imagining than
i thought possible and emerge, altered, on the other side.
it has been an extraordinary adventure, and perhaps i am
a little less cowardly now that it is done.
MiRanDa sHERRY

after her death, a mother watches as her traumatised daughter moves in
with her aunt. a powerful and gripping first novel from a truly original storyteller.
Yesterday, sally was living in an idyllic south african farmstead with her teenage
daughter gigi. now sally is dead, murdered, and gigi is alone in the world.
But sally cannot move on. she lingers unseen in her daughter’s shadow. when
gigi moves in with her aunt’s family, sally comes too. when gigi’s trauma stirs
up long-buried secrets, sally watches helplessly as the family begins to unravel.
then gigi’s young cousin develops an obsession with african black magic, and
events take a darker turn. now sally must find a way to stop her daughter from
making a mistake that will destroy the lives of all who are left behind.
MiRanDa sHERRY had a number of strange jobs, including puppeteer and
musician, before becoming a full-time writer. she lives in Johannesburg.

14 AUGUST 2014
Fiction * 228x145 mm * 320 pages
E 9781781859568 * HB 9781781859575 £10.00 * XTPB 9781781859582 £10.00
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Translation, Large Print, Audio

tHE pHotogRapH on tHE Ashes in the Wind cover shows
my great-grandfather with my grandfather at his knee, taken in
front of Derriquin Castle in County kerry towards the end of the
19th Century. Both men are long dead. the castle was burned
in 1922 and many years later its ruined shell was flattened,
but this image, an image i have known since i was a child,
drove me to write about the anglo-irish Burkes and the irish
sullivans, members of two distinct tribes with a passionate
and painfully intertwined history.

8
ASHES IN THE WIND / CHRISTOPHER BLAND

CHRistopHER BLanD

an epic story interweaving the destinies of two irish families through three
generations. Based on Christopher Bland’s own anglo-irish background.
anglo-irish John Burke and Catholic-irish thomas sullivan were friends
at school. But after the shock burning of the Burkes’ ancestral castle in
1919, they find themselves on opposite sides of an armed struggle which
will engulf ireland and take both men to a day of reckoning on the
battlefields of the spanish Civil war.
Meanwhile John’s doomed love for the daughter of an iRa hardliner will send
him into exile in England, knowing that somewhere, in the ireland of his heart,
is a child he may never be allowed to meet.not until sixty years later will the
triumphant and redemptive finale of this enthralling story to be played out.
CHRistopHER BLanD is a former Chairman of the BBC, Bt
and the Royal shakespeare Company. this is his first novel.

11 SEPTEMBER 2014
Fiction/Sagas * 228x145 mm * 416 pages
E9781781859322 * HB 9781781859339 £14.99 * XTPB 9781781859346 £12.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA * Rights: Large Print, Audio

11

stEfaniE DE vELasCo

TIGER MILK / STEFANIE DE VELASCO

as a kiD i was a big Enid Blyton
fan, especially the st Clare’s series.
when i grew up and became a teenager,
i had my own sort of Lindenhof club
(that’s the name of st Clare’s in the
german books), a close group of
friends who got into mischief. we met
every weekend at the local bus station,
got drunk and left messages for each
other in the telephone box about
concerts and parties – it was our version
of facebook. in Tiger Milk i have tried
to capture these two things: the intimate
girl’s world of Enid Blyton and the
sometimes dark but always adventurous
teenage life of my own experience.

an explosive story of love, death, rebellion and extraordinary friendship,
set during one long, hot summer in Berlin.
nini and Jameelah are fourteen. they don’t want to grow up. But they do want
to lose their virginity. as the summer holidays stretch out before them,
Berlin becomes their playground. the days all merge into one: swimming,
smoking, shoplifting. at night they descend on the red light district to practise
for their first time, giggling to each other, tipsy on the tiger Milk – their
homemade cocktail – they’ve been sipping all day.
But then, one night, nini and Jameelah witness a devastating crime that
threatens to change everything.
stEfaniE DE vELasCo lives in Berlin. in 2011, she received the
Literature prize prenzlauer Berg for the first chapters of Tiger Milk.
this is her first novel.

11 SEPTEMBER 2014
Fiction * 228x145 mm * 256 pages
E 9781781857434 * HB 9781781857441 £10.00 * XTPB 9781781858134 £10.00
Territories: WORLD * Rights: US, Large Print, Audio

12
THE MOON POOL / SOPHIE LITTLEFIELD

two mothers team up to find their sons, lost in the freezing wilderness
of north Dakota. a magnetic thriller from a rising star.
north Dakota is like nowhere Colleen has ever seen. vast plains of silvery snow,
studded with shimmering black pools, lit only by flares of orange light. it is a
landscape both beautiful and terrible. it is the landscape that swallowed her son.
across town, another mother searches for her own missing boy. He too
disappeared from the oilfields where he worked. and no-one – not his
employers, not the police – seems to care that he is gone.
as cold and snow buffets the oilfields of Black Creek, these two women
must rely on each other to discover the truth about their sons...
sopHiE LittLEfiELD has won the anthony award and been nominated
for the Edgar, Barry and Macavity awards. this is her Uk debut.

09 OCTOBER 2014
Fiction/Thriller * 228x145 mm * 384 pages
E 9781781856833 * HB 9781781856840 £12.99 * XTPB 9781781856857 £12.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN * Rights: Large Print, Audio

i wEnt on a research trip to the
‘man camps’ in the oil fields of north
Dakota in January 2013 expecting to
find a specific sort of story: corruption,
vice, the squandering of ill-got gains. instead,
i met exhausted, hard-working men trying to
support their families back home by doing
dangerous and backbreaking work in stark
and lonely conditions.
i couldn’t help wondering what i would
do if my son left home to find his fortune
on the oil rigs, thousands of miles away.
How would i deal with the separation, the
constant worry, the news reports of accidents
and injuries? and if the worst happened,
and my son disappeared – who would help
me find him?
‘what if’ is not always a comfortable place
to venture, but it is where all good stories
come from.
sopHiE LittLEfiELD

tHERE is no gREatER force than a strong
woman on a mission; this is the theme that echoes
throughout the ‘no greater Love’ series, as my
heroines wage their own particular battles. But what
if that mission is staying alive, and what if it’s a
battle that you cannot win?

14
HEAVEN AND BACK / AMANDA PROWSE

My latest book, Heaven and Back, looks at what
happens to an ordinary, happy family when the
sledgehammer of cancer destroys their world.
as a cancer survivor, i have a great respect for this
terrifying disease and i have tried to communicate
what it feels like when it becomes part of your life.
i hope this is a novel that will haunt, motivate and
uplift, and that will remind my readers that life
and love continues, even after death.
aManDa pRowsE

How do you say goodbye to your children forever? a mother battles cancer in
the new heart-wrenching bestseller from amanda prowse.
poppy Day is an ordinary woman. she’s 32 years old, an ex-hairdresser, now a
stay-at-home mum while her husband Mart tours with the army. poppy grew
up in squalor in east London. these days she lives in the countryside and her
greatest pleasure is to have her family together in a clean and happy home.

a lonely single parent finds love at Christmas in
this warm festive treat from bestseller amanda
prowse.
Meg is facing her first Christmas on her own with
her little boy. it is hard to keep up the festive cheer
when her heart longs to have someone by her side,
but she vows to make the best of it. and then a
chance meeting on Christmas Eve changes everything. perhaps she won’t be alone for Christmas
after all...

But poppy is too busy caring for others to notice the fatigue in her body
and the menacing lump growing in her breast. if there’s anyone strong and
deserving enough to defeat cancer it’s poppy. after all, she’s fought harder
battles than this. But does life really work like that?
aManDa pRowsE is the author of bestselling novels
Poppy Day, What Have I Done?, Clover’s Child and A Little Love.
she is married to a soldier, and has two sons. she lives in Bristol.

17 JULY 2014
Fiction * 228x145 mm * 368 pages
E 9781781856499 * TPBO 9781781856512 £10.O0
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio

20 NOVEMBER 2014
Fiction * 198x129 mm * 368 pages
E 9780000000789 * PBO 9781781856567 £7.99
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio
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THE DARK BLOOD / A.J. SMITH

THE BOOK OF BEASTS / JOHN & CAROLE E. BARROWMAN

the final book in the Hollow Earth children’s fantasy trilogy,
starring Matt and Em Calder, twins who can bring their art to life.

the children of a dead god are waking... Book two in the Long war Chronicles.
‘Martin meets Lovecraft.’ SciFiNow

Lots of twins have a special connection – being able to finish each
other’s sentences; sensing what the other is thinking; perhaps even knowing
when the other is in trouble or in pain – but for 12-year-olds Matt and
Emily Calder, the connection is beyond special. for they are animare:
they can bring art to life and enter paintings at will.

in the court of every city in the lands of Ro, a sorceress sits. and in the minds of
that city’s people, each sorceress weaves a song. they sing of the liberation of the
land and the birth of a precious new race: the children of a dead god.

their childhoods have been spent preventing a breach in Hollow Earth – an
alternate world that holds all the demons, devils and creatures ever imagined.

of course, they do not sing of the death of young prince Christophe at the
hands of that god. particularly as his replacement dances so well to their tune.

But now their last battle for Hollow Earth has begun...

Yet all songs have an end. an ending speeded when the assassin Rham Jas Rami
accepts a commission from Bromvy Black guard, traitor duke of Canarn.
the rebellion of Ro has begun...

JoHn BaRRowMan is a well-known actor, currently starring in the fantasy
television series, ‘arrow’. His sister, CaRoLE E. BaRRowMan, is a teacher.

a.J. sMitH spent twelve years devising the Long war cycle. when not
living in the Lands of Ro, he works in secondary education.

03 JULY 2014
Fiction/Children 9-12 * 198x129mm * 320 pages
E 9781781856345 * PB 9781781856352 £6.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA * Rights: Audio

03 JULY 2014
Fantasy * 228x145mm * 640 pages
E 9781781852293* HB 9781781852262 £18.99 * XTPB 9781781852279 £14.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN * Rights: Large Print, Audio
FROM THE SAME AUTHOR
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DISAPPEARED / ANTHONY QUINN

SHOTS FIRED / C. J. BOX

ten short stories from the international bestseller C.J. Box.
‘one of the most talented thriller writers working today.’ Daily Express
C. J. Box has been consistently hailed for his brilliant storytelling
and extraordinary skills at creating character, suspense, and a deep
sense of place. all of those strengths are in the ten riveting stories
– three of them never before published – that make up Shots Fired.
these thrilling suspense stories, full of dark deeds and desperate
impulses, prove, once again, why Box is a force to be reckoned with.
‘Heart-stoppingly good.’ Daily Mail

a retired special Branch Detective succumbing to dementia disappears
from his remote home in rural northern ireland. an ex-intelligence officer
is tortured to death. But why was his obituary printed in the local paper before
his death? a son seeks his father’s long-lost body and vengeance against those
who murdered him. a stone-cold killer stalks the outskirts of Belfast.
But at whose behest is he hunting his targets? and why?
all are connected by a single strand spun out of the past, but as inspector
Celcius Daly knows, the past is never dead… it’s not even past.

C.J. BoX is the winner of the anthony award, prix Calibre .38 (france),
the Macavity award, the gumshoe award, the Barry award, and is an
Edgar award and L.a. times Book prize finalist. He lives in wyoming.

17 JULY 2014
Fiction/Crime * 228x145 mm * 304 pages
E 9781781852835 * TPBO 9781781852804 £12.99
Territories: WORLD XCAN XUSA * Rights: Large Print, Audio
FROM THE SAME AUTHOR

stunning crime debut introducing Belfast police inspector Celcius Daly.
‘Betrayal, pathos, compassion, brutality... as beautifully written as the
wild ferocity of Lough neagh.’ kEn BRUEn

antHonY QUinn was born in northern ireland’s
County tyrone and studied English at Queen’s University, Belfast.

14 AUGUST 2014
Fiction/Crime * 228x145 mm * 352 pages
E 9780000000789 £7.99 * TPBO 9781781858592 £12.99
Territories: WORLD XCAN XUSA * Rights: Large Print, Audio
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THE TESTAMENT / ERIC VAN LUSTBADER

THE STORY OF US / DANI ATKINS

a woman falls in love with the shadowy stranger who saved her life.
a gripping love story from the author of Fractured.
Emma had been celebrating her hen night, a low-key evening out with friends,
when the car accident happened. though she survived, her memories are hazy.
sometimes she hears snatches of her friend’s screams, or smells the petrol fumes.
But mostly she just sees the shadowy man who saved her life. as Emma prepares
for the wedding she’d always dreamed of, she can’t
help dreaming of someone else...

a heart-stopping conspiracy thriller from the million-copy-selling
co-author of the Bourne series. ‘action, suspense, and politics blended to
perfection by a master.’ LEE CHiLD
Bravo shaw always knew his father had secrets, but when Dexter shaw
dies in mysterious circumstances his hidden life is laid bare.
Dexter belonged to a secret religious order, tasked with guarding a lost
testament that could end Christianity as we know it. Dexter was its keeper
– now his son must take his place.

‘i expect great things from this author.’ The Sun
‘i was completely blown away, left reeling afterwards.’ Chick Lit Central

following a trail of clues that lead to the testament, Bravo is in a race against
time to find this precious document before those who want it destroyed.

Dani atkins lives with her family in a small village in Hertfordshire.
Her first novel, Fractured, was published by Head of Zeus in 2013.

ERiC van LUstBaDER is the author of twenty-five international bestsellers.
His books have been translated into over twenty languages.

14 AUGUST 2014
Fiction * 198x129 mm * 384 pages
E 9781781857120 * PBO 9781781857144 £7.99 XTPB 9781781857137 £10.00
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN * Rights: Audio
FROM THE SAME AUTHOR

14 AUGUST 2014
Fiction/Thriller * 228x145 mm * 400 pages
E 9781784080419 * HB 9781784080426 £18.99 * XTPB 9781784080433 £12.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN * Rights: Audio
FROM THE SAME AUTHOR
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TO KILL FOR / PHILLIP HUNTER

FIREFALL / PETER WATTS

a magisterial novel of dark intensity that redefines our idea of life in the
universe. the most exciting first contact novel since arthur C. Clarke’s 2001.

a poignant thriller about love, revenge and redemption set in the savage
ganglands of east London.

fiRst ContaCt: 13 fEBRUaRY 2082. the day sixty-five thousand objects
burned briefly around Earth: an unexplained moment of surveillance by an
alien intelligence. we called it firefall.

Ex-boxer, ex-paratrooper, Joe once had meaning in his life. people who cared
for him, people who needed him. then he lost everything, and now he is a
hitman for London’s most vicious criminals.

two months later, we sent the theseus reconnaissance mission into deep space.
somewhere past Jupiter, we lost contact. for twenty-five years we have waited
for word. no further sightings of ‘fireflies’ have been reported. But all this
is about to change...

Brenda was the only woman who ever loved him. the only woman who
believed he could escape the underworld. she died protecting others: now
Joe wants revenge on her killers.
with nothing left to lose, Joe prepares for the fight of his life...

‘a tour de force.’ CHaRLEs stRoss
pEtER watts is a writer and marine-mammal biologist. He is the author of
the Rifters trilogy, and has received the aurora, Hugo, and Locus awards.

14 AUGUST 2014
Science Fiction * 234x156 mm * 720 pages
E 9781784080457 * HB 9781784080464 £25.00 * XTPB 9781784080471 £14.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN * Rights: Audio

pHiLLip HUntER has a degree in English Literature and an Ma in
screenwriting. He was also part of the team that sequenced the human genome.

11 SEPTEMBER 2014
Fiction/Crime * 228x145 mm * 304 pages
E 9781781853405 * TPBO 9781781853382 £12.99
Territories: WORLD * Rights: US, Large Print, Audio
FROM THE SAME AUTHOR
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THAT GLIMPSE OF TRUTH / DAVID MILLER

A TREASURE
CHEST OF
STORIES FROM

100 of the finest short stories ever written, collected in one gorgeous volume.
the perfect Christmas gift for any fiction lover.
profound, lyrical, shocking, wise: this collection of stories ranges from the
essential to the unexpected, the traditional to the surreal. wide in scope,
both beautiful and vast, this is the perfect present for any fiction lover.
featuring an all star cast of authors including kingsley amis, Martin amis,
Julian Barnes, angela Carter, Charles Dickens, Roald Dahl, Don deLillo,
penelope fitzgerald, gustave flaubert, Henry James, Rudyard kipling,
somerset Maugham, ian McEwan, alice Munro, vladimir nabokov, saki,
John Updike and Evelyn waugh, That Glimpse of Truth is the biggest,
most handsome collection of short fiction in print today.
DaviD MiLLER was born in Edinburgh in 1966 and educated at Cambridge.
He is a director of the literary agency Rogers, Coleridge & white, Ltd.

25 SEPTEMBER 2014
Fiction/Anthologies * 240x170 mm * 816 pages
E 9781784080037 * HB 9781784080044 £20.00
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Audio

a.M. Homes, alice Munro, angela Carter, angus
wilson, anita Desai, anon, anton Chekhov,
Bernard MacLaverty, Bernard Malamud, Charles
Dickens, Clarice Lispector, Colm tóibín, Cynthia
ozick, D.H. Lawrence, Delmore schwartz, Edgar
allen poe, Edith pearlman, Elizabeth Bowen,
Elizabeth taylor, Ernest Hemingway, Eudora
welty, f. scott fitzgerald, frank tuohy, franz
kafka, george gissing, george saunders, georgina
Hammick, gita Mehta, gustave flaubert, guy de
Maupassant, H.H. Munro, Hanif kureishi, Hans
Christian andersen, Helen simpson, Henry James,
Herman Melville, Hilary Mantel, ian McEwan,
isaac Bashevis singer, isak Dinesen, ivan Bunin,
J.g. Ballard, James Bradley, James Joyce, James
Lasdun, James salter, James thurber, Javier Marías,
Jhumpa Lahiri, Joanne Harris, John Burnside, John
Cheever, John Mcgahern, Jorge Luis Borges, Joseph
Conrad, Julia o’faolain, Julian Barnes, katherine
Mansfield, keith Ridgway, knut Hamsun, Leo
tolstoy, Lorrie Moore, M.R. James, Mavis gallant,
Miguel de Cervantes, Muriel spark, ngyuen
Huy thiep, nicola Barker, p.g. wodehouse,
penelope fitzgerald, peter Carey, Raymond Carver,
Richmal Crompton, Roald Dahl, Robert Coover,
Robert Louis stevenson, Robert walser, Rudyard
kipling, samuel Beckett, sean o’faolain, shirley
Jackson, shusaku Endo, siddhartha Deb, sir
arthur Conan Doyle, stephan Zweig, stephen
Crane, steven Millhauser, the Brothers grimm,
thomas Hardy, thomas pynchon, tim o’Brien,
tim parks, tobias wolff, v.s. pritchett, will
self, william Boyd, william Maxwell, william
somerset Maugham, william trevor, Zadie smith
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ZEMINDAR / VALERIE FITZGERALD

DEATH SENTENCES / OTTO PENZLER

short stories about deadly books from the world’s best crime writers,
with an introduction by ian Rankin.
sigmund freud deals with an unwelcome visitor; Columbo confronts
a murderous bookseller; a Mexican cartel kingpin has a fatal weakness for
rare books; who knew literature could be so lethal? Here are fifteen short
stories to die for from the world’s best crime writers.

from M.M. kaye’s The Far Pavilions to Julia gregson’s East of the Sun, the Raj
has been a rich source of bestsellers. Zemindar is one of the greatest ever written.
‘Utterly addictive.’ Washington Post
a magnificent, twisting, turning love story unfolds against a backdrop of
exotic splendour as Englishwoman Laura Hewitt accompanies her cousin and
fiancé from Calcutta to the fabled fiefdom of oliver Erskine, Zemindar – or
hereditary ruler – of a private kingdom with its own army.

Death Sentences includes original, specially commissioned stories about
deadly books from Jefferey Deaver, andrew taylor, Laura Lippman, C.J. Box,
anne perry, ken Bruen, thomas H. Cook, Micky spillane &
Max allan Collins, nelson DeMille and John Connolly.

But india is on the verge of the Mutiny, which will sweep them all up
in its turbulence. not one of them – not even the Zemindar himself –
will remain unchanged by this violent rebellion against the Raj.

otto pEnZLER is the proprietor of the Mysterious Bookshop in
new York City and an Edgar-award winning anthologist. ian Rankin
is the author of the bestselling Rebus series.

vaLERiE fitZgERaLD’s grandmother lived through the indian Mutiny
and when her father was posted to Lucknow in ww2, she spent her summers
on a zemindari estate. Zemindar won the georgette Heyer prize in 1980.

09 OCTOBER 2014
Fiction/Crime * 234x153 mm * 416 pages
E 9781781859551 * HB 9781781856741 £20.00 * XTPB 9781784080266 £12.99
Territories: WORLD XUSA XCAN

09 OCTOBER 2014
Fiction/Saga * 234x153 mm * 800 pages
E 9781781859537 * TPBO 9781781859544 £15.00
Territories: WORLD XUSA * Rights: Large Print, Audio
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28

THE PETTICOAT MEN / BARBARA EWING

CSARDAS / DIANE PEARSON

‘a story you won’t easily forget, on the scale of Gone with the Wind.’
Sunday Mirror

Brilliant historical novel set against a scandalous court case that rocked
victorian England. ‘Rich and vivid with fascinating detail.’ The Times

Csardas – taken from the name of the Hungarian national dance – follows the
fortunes of the enchanting ferenc sisters from their glittering beginnings in
aristocratic Hungary, through the traumas of two world wars.

the victorian gossipmongers called them the petticoat Men. But to young
widow Mattie stacey, they are freddie and Ernest, her gentlemen lodgers.
it is Mattie who admires their sparkling gowns, and laughs at their stories of
attending society balls dressed up as the glamorous ‘fanny and stella’.

from the dazzling elegance of coming-out balls, feudal estates and a culture
steeped in romance, to terror and starvation in the concentration camps –
no story could be more dramatic than that of Eva and amalia ferenc, whose fate
it is to be debutantes when the shot which killed archduke franz ferdinand in
sarajevo plunged Europe into the first world war. their story is enthralling,
tragic, romantic – and absolutely unputdownable.
DianE pEaRson wrote three novels before this breakout bestseller in 1975.
she was publishing Director at transworld and president of the Rna.

06 NOVEMBER 2014
Fiction/Historical * 228x145 mm * 512 pages
E 9781781857502 * TPBO 9781781857519 £15.00
Territories: WORLD XUSA * Rights: Audio

But, one fateful night, fanny and stella are arrested, and Mattie and her
family are dragged into a shocking court trial. outraged, Mattie is determined
to save her family from ruin, and her friends from shame and penury.
But fanny and stella are dangerous ladies, and these are dangerous times...
BaRBaRa Ewing is a new Zealand-born actress and author who lives
in London. she has been longlisted for the orange prize.

06 NOVEMBER 2014
Fiction/Historical * 228x145 mm * 400 pages
E 9781781859841 * HB 9781781859964 £14.99 * XTPB 9781781859827 £12.99
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Audio

30
HIDE HER NAME / NADINE DORRIES

i gREw Up in a unique environment, amongst
people with personalities that were so huge and
vivid, they live with me every day. in the midst of
poverty and hardship, we found community,
loyalty and much fun. it was a special time and
place. Change was just around the corner and i
think we knew that, which is why each memory
was set in stone, waiting for the day when i could
put pen to paper and tell the stories from those
special days.
naDinE DoRRiEs

gripping follow-on from The Four Streets as the families deal with the
consequences of their priest’s shocking murder.
the shocking murder of father James has left the irish-Catholic community of
the four streets in turmoil. the police are determined to find out who killed
him. But so far no-one is talking.

a heartbreaking family saga set in 1950s Liverpool,
from the stunningly talented nadine Dorries Mp.
in the tight-knit irish-Catholic community of the
four streets, there is almost nothing that a cup
of tea and a good chat won’t sort out. Laughing,
grieving, hoping for better things – all this the
people of the four streets can do together.

and there is one other secret that must never be revealed. fourteen-year-old
kitty is pregnant with the priest’s child. what can they do? where can she go?
only one thing is certain. they must hide her away somewhere until
the baby is born. and they must hide her name.

But what can they do when a betrayal at the very
heart of their world comes to light?

naDinE DoRRiEs grew up in a working class family in Liverpool.
she trained as a nurse, and has been the Mp for mid-Bedfordshire since 2005.

01 DECEMBER 2014
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THE WORLD’S WAR / DAVID OLUSOGA

Now a BBC
TV series

the untold story of the millions of non-white troops who fought and died in the
trenches of the first world war. soon to be a two-part BBC series.
Every major battle fought on the western front, from the first Battle of Ypres to
the second Battle of the Marne, was fought by allied armies that were multiracial and multi-ethnic. Yet from the moment the guns fell silent, the role of
these african and asian soldiers in the ‘great war for Civilization’ was
forgotten and airbrushed out of the historical record.
The World’s War quotes extensively from soldiers’ diaries and other eye-witness
sources, bringing to life the searing experiences of the hundreds of thousands
of colonial troops whose bravery contributed to the final allied victory.
DaviD oLUsoga is a historian and BBC producer, and an expert on the
themes of colonialism, slavery and racism. He is the co-author of the
much-praised The Kaiser’s Holocaust.

01 AUGUST 2014
Non Fiction/First World War History * 234x153 mm * 416 pages
E 9781781858967 * HB 9781781858974 £20.00
Territories: WORLD XUSA * Rights: Audio

tHE gREat waR was the first ‘world war’ in that it was the first
in which peoples and nations from across the globe fought and laboured
alongside one another, rarely in equality, other than equality of suffering.
Before the conflict few in Europe envisaged that the coming war would
bring black and brown peoples from the European empires into Europe
itself. Military planners in Britain, germany and, to a lesser extent, france
failed to foresee this aspect of the coming conflict, just as they failed to grasp
that profound changes in military technology had made wars of sweeping
movement and cavalry manoeuvre obsolete. to them, the idea that armies
of black africans and asians from the sub-continent and beyond would
march en masse to war in france and Belgium was as unimaginable
as the tank or poison gas.
DaviD oLUsoga
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THEY THINK IT’S ALL OVER / JIM WHITE

‘Everything I know about morality and the
obligations of men, I owe it to football.’
Albert Camus, French novelist, c. 1940
‘Of course I didn’t take my wife to watch Rochdale
as an anniversary present. It was her birthday.
Would I have got married in the football season?
Besides, it wasn’t Rochdale. It was Rochdale reserves.’
Bill Shankly, Liverpool manager, 1966

the history of the game told through 100 quotes.
the perfect gift for any serious football fan.
They Think It’s All Over takes the sayings of the great and the good of
the beautiful game as starting points for a discursive, free-wheeling and
entertainingly opinionated history of football.
Exploring themes as diverse as the language of football, the role of the media,
the role of money, the careers of gilded geniuses from pelé to Ronaldo and
maverick managers from Clough to Mourinho, and generously sprinkled with
anecdotes, further quotes and 100 fantastic photographs, They Think It’s All Over
is the perfect present for the hardcore football fan.
JiM wHitE is the author of Premier League, Manchester United: The Biography
and You’ll Win Nothing With Kids.

09 OCTOBER 2014
Non Fiction/Football * 234x153 mm * 352 pages
E 9781781859261 * HB 9781781859278 £20.00
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio

When told that a heavily concussed striker
did not know who he was:
‘That’s great, tell him he’s Pelé and get him back on.’
John Lambie, Patrick Thistle manager, late 1980s
‘Football is a simple game; 22 men chase a ball for
90 minutes and at the end, the Germans win.’
Gary Lineker, after England lost the 1990 World Cup
semi-final to Germany on penalties
‘Please do not call me arrogant...
But I am European champion, I am not one out
of the bottle. I think I am a special one.’
José Mourinho, Chelsea manager, 2004
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THE WISDOM OF TREES / MAX ADAMS

an exquisite and informative celebration of trees – and a gift book that will
delight anyone who cares about the natural world.
trees are marvels of nature. still-standing giants of extraordinary longevity,
throughout human history they have sheltered, fed and inspired us.
in a beautifully written sequence of short essays, embellished with images from
John Evelyn’s Sylva and including profiles of Britain’s best-loved tree species,
Max adams explores both the amazing biology of trees and humanity’s relationship with trees, wood and woodlands across the centuries.
MaX aDaMs is the author of Admiral Collingwood, The Prometheans
and The King in the North. a teacher of woodland and tree histories,
he manages an area of woodland in County Durham.

23 OCTOBER 2014
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it was soME LaME party in the early nineties;
i had ended up slumped in an armchair. i took a book down
from a bookshelf. The Andrée Diaries. i started reading. then i
got up out of the armchair and went home. i took the book with me.
it has been on my bookshelf ever since. for over fifteen years i have
been unable to stop thinking about the andrée expedition: three men
from stockholm, who disappeared on their way to the north pole in
a hydrogen balloon. the remnants of their final camp were found
thirty-three years later, frost-bound on a desolate island in the
middle of the arctic sea. three skeletons, a small, tattered tent.
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THE EXPEDITION / BEA UUSMA

a few weeks after the party, i was driving from stockholm to
gothenburg. about halfway there, as i was passing gränna, i stopped
by the andrée museum. something happened to me when i saw the
expedition’s gear with my own eyes for the first time. i walked from
display to display for hours, ogling tin cans scarred by polar bear teeth
and sledges with improvised repairs. Back in my car on highway 40
i kept my eyes on the road, but i could not stop thinking about what
i had seen. i tried to talk sense into myself, but i was like a vampire
tasting human blood for the first time. it became my expedition.
an award-winning forensic investigation of a doomed polar expedition,
and a mystery that has remained unsolved for 120 years.
on 11 July, 1897, three men set out from svalbard in a hydrogen balloon bound
for the north pole. two days into their journey, they were forced to crash land
on pack ice, and disappeared into a white nightmare.thirty-three years
later, the men’s bodies were found perfectly preserved beneath the snow.
Retracing their steps, scientist Bea Uusma finally uncovers the
extraordinary truth behind their deaths.
‘a magnificent book. Uusma’s language sparkles like cold fire. this is a beautiful
and serious account of all the things that make us human.’ Aftonbladet
BEa UUsMa began her investigation of the andrée expedition whilst
completing her medical degree. The Expedition was awarded
sweden’s august prize, 2013.

23 OCTOBER 2014
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E 9781781859612 * HB 9781781859629 £16.99
Territories: WORLD * Rights: Audio

BEa UUsMa

i HavE aLwaYs BEEn a student of murder, and found the
Lucan case particularly compelling. partly because it is set in an
atmospheric, recently vanished London, and partly because it is a story
about a British obsession: class. Having met and interviewed several
people who have never spoken before about Lord Lucan, i have sought
to tell the story behind the modern myth.
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A DIFFERENT CLASS OF MURDER / LAURA THOMPSON

LaURa tHoMpson

a riveting retelling of one of 20th-century Britain’s most notorious murders.
on 7 november 1974, a nanny named sandra Rivett was bludgeoned to death
in a Belgravia basement. a second woman, veronica, Countess of Lucan, was
also attacked. the man named in court as perpetrator of these crimes, Richard
John Bingham, 7th Earl of Lucan, disappeared next morning. the case, solved
in the eyes of the law, has retained its fascination ever since.
Laura thompson draws on her considerable forensic skills to examine the
possible truths behind the murder. part detective story, part social history,
A Different Class of Murder explores in masterly fashion one of the great
tales of our collective living memory.
LaURa tHoMpson is the award-winning author of Agatha Christie:
An English Mystery. she was a major contributor to the itv documentary
The Mystery of Agatha Christie.

06 NOVEMBER 2014
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MAGNA CARTA / DAN JONES

a beautifully produced account of a milestone in British history – the signing,
impact and legacy of Magna Carta.
in the summer of 1215, rebellious barons forced king John of England to
attach his regal seal to a remarkable document. the ‘great Charter’ established
an Englishman’s right to habeas corpus and – for the first time – set limits
to the exercise of royal power. a milestone in the development of
constitutional politics and the rule of law, Magna Carta has
inspired democrats on every continent.
in this exquisitely designed and illustrated book, Dan Jones sets Magna Carta in
the context of its era, narrates the circumstances of its signing, and analyses
a legacy that continues to echo around the world.
Dan JonEs is an award-winning journalist and the bestselling
author of The Plantagenets.

04 DECEMBER 2014
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E 9781781858844 * HB 9781781858851 £12.99
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EigHt HUnDRED YEaRs aftER it was first granted at
Runnymede, Magna Carta remains one of the most famous
documents in the English-speaking world. Exploring its creation
takes us deep into the world of the early plantagenets, while telling
the history of its survival shows how western ideas of liberty
and democracy have flourished ever since.
Dan JonEs
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SPITFIRE GIRL / JACKIE MOGGRIDGE

BLAZING STAR / ALEXANDER LARMAN

the first truly comprehensive biography of the licentious life and tumultuous
times of the 2nd Earl of Rochester, England’s most notorious libertine.

the gripping memoir of the remarkable Jackie Moggridge,
female pilot and pioneer.

Dr Johnson said that he ‘blazed out his youth and his health in lavish
voluptuousness’. But there was another Rochester: a man of intellectual and
artistic curiosity at the centre of the flowering cultural life of the Restoration;
a devoted (if inconstant) husband and father; a poet and satirist who explored
the preoccupations of his time with a mixture of verbal wit and original thought,
whose love lyrics are amongst the most beautiful of the Restoration period.

from her first flight at 15, Jackie Moggridge was hooked on flying. at 17 she left
her native south africa for England in order to gain her pilot’s licence.
However, with the outbreak of world war ii, Jackie’s training was cut short.
Determined to fly, she joined the ata. ferrying aircraft from factory to
frontline was dangerous work, but Jackie excelled. she flew over 1500
aircraft during the war, more than any other ata pilot, male or female.

Blazing Star paints a compelling portrait of a remarkable and complex man
and the cultural golden age in which he lived.

Spitfire Girl tells Jackie’s remarkable story, in her own words.

aLEXanDER LaRMan is a freelance journalist who has written for the TLS,
the Guardian, and the New Statesman, as well as the Spectator and the
Observer. He has also written a radio play.

JaCkiE MoggRiDgE joined the ata during ww2, receiving a
king’s Commendation for services in the air. after the war she continued
to fly professionally whilst raising her two daughters. she died in 2004.
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LIVES OF THE POETS / MICHAEL SCHMIDT

THE WORLD THE RAILWAYS MADE / NICHOLAS FAITH

a new and updated edition of a classic of railway literature: the story of how the
iron Road invented the modern world, introduced by Christian wolmar.

a stunning volume of epic breadth which connects the lives and works
of more than 300 English-language poets of the last 700 years.

the modern world began with the arrival of the railway. Between 1825, when
the first passenger service linked stockton and Darlington, and the outbreak of
the first world war, railways redefined, transformed and expanded the limits
of the civilized world.

Lives of the Poets traverses the landscapes of biography, form, cultural pressures
and important historical moments to tell not just a history of English poetry,
but the story of English as a language.

with railways came the development of modern capitalism, modern nations and
the opening-up of new regions. in this updated classic, nicholas faith explores
the mechanical revolution that turned the world upside down.

‘a celebration of poetry in the shape of a history from Chaucer up to
the present day. a book to put into the hands of any young man or woman
beginning to be aware that poetry is the glory of our language.’
Scotsman

niCHoLas faitH writes for the Independent on Sunday, amongst other
publications. CHRistian woLMaR is the author of Blood, Iron & Gold,
The Subterranean Railway, Fire & Steam and Engines of War.

MiCHaEL sCHMiDt is the founder and editorial director of Carcanet press,
publisher of poetry and fiction. He is also the editor of PN Review, which he established in 1972, and director of the writing school at Manchester University.
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BRITANNIA / BRONWEN RILEY

THE OLD STRAIGHT TRACK / ALFRED WATKINS

introduced by Robert Macfarlane, a beautiful new edition
of a classic work of landscape history.

an evocation of a journey from Rome to Hadrian’s wall
during the reign of the emperor Hadrian.

‘watkins re-enchanted the English landscape, investing it with fresh depth and
detail, prompting new ways of looking and new reasons to walk.’
RoBERt MaCfaRLanE

By aD 130 Britannia had come of age as a Roman colony. Her major cities had
been established, and the building of the wall commissioned by the emperor
Hadrian on the Empire’s scottish frontier was almost complete.

first published in 1925, alfred watkins’s The Old Straight Track outlines the
concept of ‘ley lines’, supposed pre-Roman pathways consisting of aligned stone
circles, standing stones and prehistoric mounds, used by our neolithic ancestors.
watkins’s theories have intrigued and inspired generations of readers – from
historians to hill walkers, and from amateur archaeologists to new-age occultists.

Bronwen Riley devotes a chapter to each stage of an epic journey, describing
places visited and people and objects seen. vivid and engaging, Britannia reveals
the British corner of Roman civilization more arrestingly and more accurately
than ever before.

aLfRED watkins was an archaeologist and antiquarian. He died in 1935.
RoBERt MaCfaRLanE is the prize-winning author of Mountains of the Mind,
The Wild Places and The Old Ways.
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BRonwEn RiLEY is head of guidebooks at English Heritage. she studied
Classics at oxford and then Byzantine art at the Courtauld institute.
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THE DEAD DUKE, HIS SECRET WIFE AND THE MISSING CORPSE / PIU MARIE EATWELL

SPQR / ANTHONY EVERITT

an entertaining and informative miscellany of intriguing and
extraordinary facts about Rome and the Roman world.

the extraordinary true story of the Druce-portland affair, one of the most
notorious, tangled and bizarre legal cases of the late victorian era.

Did you know to what use the Romans put the excrement of the kingfisher?
or that Queen Cleopatra was not Egyptian? or why a dinner party invitation
from the emperor Domitian was such a terrifying prospect?
or why Roman women smelt so odd?

in 1897 anna Maria Druce made a strange request of the London
Ecclesiastical Court: for the exhumation of the grave of her late
father-in-law, t.C. Druce, who had died in 1864.

the answers to these questions – and many others besides – can be found in
SPQR, a compendium of facts and anecdotes about ancient Rome and the
denizens of its Empire. its hundreds of entries range across every area of Roman
life and society, from the Empress Livia’s cure for tonsillitis to the best Roman
after-dinner jokes to the most reliable Roman methods of contraception.

Behind her application lay a sensational claim: that Druce was none
other than william Cavendish scott-Bentinck, the eccentric and massively
wealthy 5th Duke of portland. and her children, therefore, were heirs to the
portland millions. the legal case that ensued would last for ten long years
and its eventual outcome would reveal a dark underbelly of lies and
secrets beneath the genteel facade of victorian England.

antHonY EvERitt is a visiting professor at nottingham trent University.
He is the author of Cicero, Augustus, Hadrian and The Rise of Rome.

piU MaRiE EatwELL studied English at oxford and is a trained barrister.
she is the author of They Eat Horses, Don’t They? The Truth About The French.
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RUSH HOUR / IAIN GATELY

RUPERT BROOKE / NIGEL JONES

a candid biography of Rupert Brooke which reveals a very different
reality behind the golden-boy facade. ‘intelligent, witty and definitive:
this is literary biography at its best.’ anDREw RoBERts
paragon of youthful beauty, romantic symbol of a lost England, the 27-year-old
author of the patriotic sonnet ‘the soldier’ was buried in a grave strewn with
olive branches and scented with sage. all England mourned his passing.
Brooke became a cherished national icon, but behind the glow of myth lies a
darker reality. Letters reveal a man who was sexually ambivalent, misogynistic,
anti-semitic – and sometimes alarmingly unstable. this substantially revised
edition of nigel Jones’s definitive biography includes an entirely new chapter
describing Brooke’s previously unexplored relationship with phyllis gardner.

the first in-depth investigation of the global phenomenon of commuting.
across the world, half a billion people commute to work daily.
whether undertaken by car, bus, train or bicycle, commuting shapes our days
and creates a time and a space for a surprisingly diverse range of activities.
iain gately traces the history of commuting from the victorian age of the
steam train to the mass-commuting of the present. He investigates the
contrasting experience of commuting in Britain and around the world: from
the crushed passengers of the tokyo metro to the millions of cyclists in
China to the road-rage prone drivers of Middle america.
iain gatELY studied law at Cambridge. He is the author of several critically
acclaimed books including The Assessor, Drink and La Diva Nicotina.

nigEL JonEs is the author of Tower and Peace and War: Britain in 1914.
He is a former editor at History Today and BBC History magazines.
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‘a life, and a legacy that rivals
any fable.’ Independent
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14 AUGUST 2014

‘one part waugh, one part
vonnegut, one part truman
show.’ toM pERRotta

the gripping memoir of the
remarkable Jackie Moggridge:
female pilot and pioneer.

Fiction * 198x129mm * 352pp
E 9781781855836
PB 9781781855850 £7.99
Territories: WORLD
Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio

14 AUGUST 2014

‘a triumph. a gripping,
impressive and thrilling
portrait of 7th-Century Britain.’
toM HoLLanD

03 JULY 2014

03 JULY 2014

03 JULY 2014
‘skip the blurbs and just start
reading this very funny book.’
MiCHaEL MooRE
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‘a wonderfully entertaining
history.’ Sunday Telegraph

an unputdownable true crime
story set in 1930s america.

‘Exceptional. five stars.’
Four Four Two

‘Reads like fiction but it’s
chillingly real.’
Philadelphia Inquirer

Non Fiction/Football *
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E 9781781854297
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Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio

Non Fiction/True Crime *
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‘wonderfully crafted and fully
engrossing.’
MiCHaEL ConnELLY
‘orford plots so brilliantly that
to stop reading is as harrowing
as to carry on.’ Daily Telegraph
Fiction/Crime * 198x129mm * 336pp
E 9781781857830
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‘Compelling and truly beautiful.’ Victoria Loves Books

‘fascinating, clever, a thrilling
read.’ Daily Mail
Fiction * 198x129mm * 368pp
E 9781781854952
PB 9781781854983 £7.99
Territories: WORLD
Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio

Based on a true story, a young
couple on the trip of a lifetime
become trapped in a nightmare
when they board a stranger’s
boat...

14 AUGUST 2014

‘i was captivated the entire
time, completely blown away,
and left reeling afterwards.’
Chick Lit Central

‘fast-paced adventure and
characters so realistic they
could jump out of the pages.’
Bookbag

14 AUGUST 2014

‘Captivating, heartbreaking,
superb.’ Closer

14 AUGUST 2014

‘a very credible portrait of obsession to the point of madness.
a clever, involving first novel.’
Literary Review

03 JULY 2014
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a new historical novel from
the bestselling author of
Lionheart.
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‘a phenomenon.’ Daily Mail
‘if the phrase “woman of letters” existed, Joyce Carol oates
would be, foremost in this
country, entitled to it.’
JoHn UpDikE
Fiction * 198x129mm * 224pp
E 9781781853634
PB 9781781853641 £7.99
Territories: WORLD XCAN XUSA
Rights: Large Print
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‘wickedly stylish. Bursting with
intelligence and fire.’
Daily Telegraph

09 OCTOBER 2014
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a heartbreaking family saga
set in 1950s Liverpool, the first
novel from Mp nadine Dorries.

09 OCTOBER 2014

‘fay weldon is a
national treasure.’
Literary Review

‘grabs you in the opening
scene, then keeps up the pace
until the very last page.’
JEffERY DEavER

11 SEPTEMBER 2014

11 SEPTEMBER 2014

11 SEPTEMBER 2014
‘prolific and provocative,
weldon shines brightest in the
league table of British women
novelists.’ Time Out
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a poignant thriller starring a
damaged ex-boxer in London’s
ganglands. the superb first
novel from a new British crimewriter.

‘Riveting... a must for every
self-respecting historian’s bookshelf.’ BBC History Magazine
‘a wonderfully rollicking history told with relish.’ Daily Mail
Non Fiction/History * 198x129mm * 272pp
E 9781781852583
PB 9781781853351 £9.99
Territories: WORLD
Rights: Translation, US, Large Print, Audio
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‘a brilliant book.’
anDREw RoBERts
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‘a magnificent achievement.
Hannan’s prose coruscates.’
BoRis JoHnson

25 SEPTEMBER 2014

‘Lesley thomson is a class
above.’ ian Rankin

25 SEPTEMBER 2014

‘a sophisticated and hugely satisfying thriller that grips from
the first page to the last. a tour
de force.’ katE MossE

11 SEPTEMBER 2014
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onE BEstsELLER.
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the electrifying new Joe pickett
novel from the New York Times
bestselling author.
‘Heart-stoppingly good.’
Daily Mail
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